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Speech/Language Therapy: Week 1

SPEECH ACTIVITY LANGUAGE ACTIVITY

MONDAY Find as many items in the living room 
that include your specific speech 

sound(s). Write them down in a list then 
practice each word 5-10 times using 

your best speech.

Using complete sentences, list all steps 
necessary to:

q Make your bed
q Take a bath/shower
q Brush your teeth

TUESDAY Read a short story with a family 
member and use your best speech to 
sound out and practice words in the 

story that contain your specific speech 
sound(s). 

Bonus: Write down the words that were 
difficult for you and practice them after 

reading the story.

Read a short story in a book, magazine, 
or online source. Answer the following 
questions using complete sentences:

Who were the main characters?
Where did the story take place?

What problem did they encounter?
When did the problem get resolved?

How did the story end?
Did you like the story? Why or why not?

WEDNESDAY Play a board game you enjoy. Prior to 
taking a turn, practice your specific 

speech sound(s) once at your current 
level of difficulty (e.g. syllable, word, 

phrase, sentence, etc.) 

How are a truck and an airplane alike? 
How are they different? 

List all the similarities and differences 
you can think of on a piece of paper.

THURSDAY Use play-dough, building blocks, or snap 
cubes to build items that contain your 

specific speech sound(s) such as a dog 
if you’re working on /d/ or /g/.

Tell family members and friends about 
them using your best speech.  

Read a short story in a book, magazine, 
or online source. Retell the story to 

someone using the words “first”, “then” 
and “last” in your story retell.

FRIDAY Practice your specific speech sound(s) 
5 times at your current level of difficulty 

using your best speech then spin the 
“Rewarding Stretches” spinner and 

follow the action it lands on. Continue 
until all words are practiced.

Using complete sentences, describe 
these animals using 5 salient details:

q Dog
q Cat
q Fish
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SPEECH ACTIVITY LANGUAGE ACTIVITY

MONDAY Find as many items in the kitchen that 
include your specific speech sound(s). 
Write them down in a list then practice 
each word 5-10 times using your best 

speech.

Using complete sentences, list all steps 
necessary to:

q Make a sandwich
q Do laundry
q Wash your hands

TUESDAY Read a short story with a family 
member and use your best speech to 
sound out and practice words in the 

story that contain your specific speech 
sound(s). 

Bonus: Write down the words that were 
difficult for you and practice them after 

reading the story.

Read a short story in a book, magazine, 
or online source. Answer the following 
questions using complete sentences:

Who were the main characters?
Where did the story take place?

What problem did they encounter?
When did the problem get resolved?

How did the story end?
Did you like the story? Why or why not?

WEDNESDAY Play a card game you enjoy. Prior to 
taking a turn, practice your specific 

speech sound(s) once at your current 
level of difficulty (e.g. syllable, word, 

phrase, sentence, etc.) 

How are an apple and an orange alike? 
How are they different? 

List all the similarities and differences 
you can think of on a piece of paper.

THURSDAY Use sidewalk chalk, crayons, or paint to 
draw items that contain your specific 

speech sound(s) such as a dog if you’re 
working on /d/ or /g/.

Tell family members and friends about 
them using your best speech.  

Read a short story in a book, magazine, 
or online source. Retell the story to 

someone using the words “first”, “then” 
and “last” in your story retell.

FRIDAY Practice your specific speech sound(s) 
5 times at your current level of difficulty 

using your best speech then spin the 
“Rewarding Yoga” spinner and follow the 
action it lands on. Continue until all words 

are practiced.

Using complete sentences, describe 
these wild animals using 5 salient details:
q Lion
q Tiger
q Bear
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SPEECH ACTIVITY LANGUAGE ACTIVITY

MONDAY Find as many items in the bedroom that 
include your specific speech sound(s). 
Write them down in a list then practice 
each word 5-10 times using your best 

speech.

Using complete sentences, list all steps 
necessary to:

q Make an ice cream sundae
q Washing dishes
q Baking sugar cookies

TUESDAY Read a short story with a family 
member and use your best speech to 
sound out and practice words in the 

story that contain your specific speech 
sound(s). 

Bonus: Write down the words that were 
difficult for you and practice them after 

reading the story.

Read a short story in a book, magazine, 
or online source. Answer the following 
questions using complete sentences:

Who were the main characters?
Where did the story take place?

What problem did they encounter?
When did the problem get resolved?

How did the story end?
Did you like the story? Why or why not?

WEDNESDAY Play charades, using words that contain 
your specific speech sound(s). Take 
turns picking a word to act out and 
guessing what the other person is 

acting out. 

How are a hamburger and a hotdog 
alike? How are they different? 

List all the similarities and differences 
you can think of on a piece of paper.

THURSDAY Use clay or wooden blocks to build items 
that contain your specific speech 

sound(s) such as a car if you’re working 
on /k/ or /r/.

Tell family members and friends about 
them using your best speech.  

Read a short story in a book, magazine, 
or online source. Retell the story to 

someone using the words “first”, “then” 
and “last” in your story retell.

FRIDAY Practice your specific speech sound(s) 
5 times at your current level of difficulty 

using your best speech then spin the 
“Rewarding Movements #1” spinner and 
follow the action it lands on. Continue 

until all words are practiced.

Using complete sentences, describe 
these musical instruments using 5 salient 

details:
q Piano 
q Guitar
q Drums
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SPEECH ACTIVITY LANGUAGE ACTIVITY

MONDAY Find as many items in the bathroom that 
include your specific speech sound(s). 
Write them down in a list then practice 
each word 5-10 times using your best 

speech.

Using complete sentences, list all steps 
necessary to:

q Tie your shoes
q Draw a stick figure
q Make breakfast

TUESDAY Read a short story with a family 
member and use your best speech to 
sound out and practice words in the 

story that contain your specific speech 
sound(s). 

Bonus: Write down the words that were 
difficult for you and practice them after 

reading the story.

Read a short story in a book, magazine, 
or online source. Answer the following 
questions using complete sentences:

Who were the main characters?
Where did the story take place?

What problem did they encounter?
When did the problem get resolved?

How did the story end?
Did you like the story? Why or why not?

WEDNESDAY Play a board game you enjoy. Prior to 
taking a turn, practice your specific 

speech sound(s) once at your current 
level of difficulty (e.g. syllable, word, 

phrase, sentence, etc.) 

How are a dog and a cat alike? How are 
they different? 

List all the similarities and differences 
you can think of on a piece of paper.

THURSDAY Use oil pastels or colored pencils to 
draw items that contain your specific 

speech sound(s) such as a tree if you’re 
working on /t/ or /r/.

Tell family members and friends about 
them using your best speech.  

Read a short story in a book, magazine, 
or online source. Retell the story to 

someone using the words “first”, “then” 
and “last” in your story retell.

FRIDAY Practice your specific speech sound(s) 
5 times at your current level of difficulty 

using your best speech then spin the 
“Rewarding Movements #2” spinner and 

follow the action it lands on. Continue 
until all words are practiced.

Using complete sentences, describe 
these foods using 5 salient details:

q Grilled Cheese
q Pizza
q Nachos
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Speech/Language Therapy: Week 5

SPEECH ACTIVITY LANGUAGE ACTIVITY

MONDAY Find as many items in the backyard that 
include your specific speech sound(s). 
Write them down in a list then practice 
each word 5-10 times using your best 

speech.

Using complete sentences, list all steps 
necessary to:

q Wash the dog
q Carve a pumpkin
q Wrap a present

TUESDAY Read a short story with a family 
member and use your best speech to 
sound out and practice words in the 

story that contain your specific speech 
sound(s). 

Bonus: Write down the words that were 
difficult for you and practice them after 

reading the story.

Read a short story in a book, magazine, 
or online source. Answer the following 
questions using complete sentences:

Who were the main characters?
Where did the story take place?

What problem did they encounter?
When did the problem get resolved?

How did the story end?
Did you like the story? Why or why not?

WEDNESDAY Play a card game you enjoy. Prior to 
taking a turn, practice your specific 

speech sound(s) once at your current 
level of difficulty (e.g. syllable, word, 

phrase, sentence, etc.) 

How are a bicycle and a wagon alike? 
How are they different? 

List all the similarities and differences 
you can think of on a piece of paper.

THURSDAY Use play-dough, building blocks, or snap 
cubes to build items that contain your 

specific speech sound(s) such as a dog 
if you’re working on /d/ or /g/.

Tell family members and friends about 
them using your best speech.  

Read a short story in a book, magazine, 
or online source. Retell the story to 

someone using the words “first”, “then” 
and “last” in your story retell.

FRIDAY Practice your specific speech sound(s) 
5 times at your current level of difficulty 

using your best speech then spin the 
“Rewarding Stretches” spinner and 

follow the action it lands on. Continue 
until all words are practiced.

Using complete sentences, describe 
these vegetables using 5 salient details:
q Tomato
q Carrot
q Avocado
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SPEECH ACTIVITY LANGUAGE ACTIVITY

MONDAY Find as many items in the front yard 
that include your specific speech 

sound(s). Write them down in a list then 
practice each word 5-10 times using 

your best speech.

Using complete sentences, list all steps 
necessary to:

q Build a snowman
q Plant a flower
q Pack a sack lunch

TUESDAY Read a short story with a family 
member and use your best speech to 
sound out and practice words in the 

story that contain your specific speech 
sound(s). 

Bonus: Write down the words that were 
difficult for you and practice them after 

reading the story.

Read a short story in a book, magazine, 
or online source. Answer the following 
questions using complete sentences:

Who were the main characters?
Where did the story take place?

What problem did they encounter?
When did the problem get resolved?

How did the story end?
Did you like the story? Why or why not?

WEDNESDAY Play charades, using words that contain 
your specific speech sound(s). Take 
turns picking a word to act out and 
guessing what the other person is 

acting out. 

How are a tree and a bush alike? How 
are they different? 

List all the similarities and differences 
you can think of on a piece of paper.

THURSDAY Use sidewalk chalk, crayons, or paint to 
draw items that contain your specific 

speech sound(s) such as a dog if you’re 
working on /d/ or /g/.

Tell family members and friends about 
them using your best speech.  

Read a short story in a book, magazine, 
or online source. Retell the story to 

someone using the words “first”, “then” 
and “last” in your story retell.

FRIDAY Practice your specific speech sound(s) 
5 times at your current level of difficulty 

using your best speech then spin the 
“Rewarding Yoga” spinner and follow the 
action it lands on. Continue until all words 

are practiced.

Using complete sentences, describe 
these sports using 5 salient details:

q Soccer
q Basketball
q Football
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SPEECH ACTIVITY LANGUAGE ACTIVITY

MONDAY Find as many items in the garden that 
include your specific speech sound(s). 
Write them down in a list then practice 
each word 5-10 times using your best 

speech.

Using complete sentences, list all steps 
necessary to:

q Get ready for bed
q Clean your bedroom
q Set the table for dinner

TUESDAY Read a short story with a family 
member and use your best speech to 
sound out and practice words in the 

story that contain your specific speech 
sound(s). 

Bonus: Write down the words that were 
difficult for you and practice them after 

reading the story.

Read a short story in a book, magazine, 
or online source. Answer the following 
questions using complete sentences:

Who were the main characters?
Where did the story take place?

What problem did they encounter?
When did the problem get resolved?

How did the story end?
Did you like the story? Why or why not?

WEDNESDAY Play a board game you enjoy. Prior to 
taking a turn, practice your specific 

speech sound(s) once at your current 
level of difficulty (e.g. syllable, word, 

phrase, sentence, etc.) 

How are a soccer ball and a baseball bat 
alike? How are they different? 

List all the similarities and differences 
you can think of on a piece of paper.

THURSDAY Use clay or wooden blocks to build items 
that contain your specific speech 

sound(s) such as a car if you’re working 
on /k/ or /r/.

Tell family members and friends about 
them using your best speech.  

Read a short story in a book, magazine, 
or online source. Retell the story to 

someone using the words “first”, “then” 
and “last” in your story retell.

FRIDAY Practice your specific speech sound(s) 
5 times at your current level of difficulty 

using your best speech then spin the 
“Rewarding Movements #1” spinner and 
follow the action it lands on. Continue 

until all words are practiced.

Using complete sentences, describe 
these utensils using 5 salient details:

q Spatula
q Whisk
q Steak knife
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SPEECH ACTIVITY LANGUAGE ACTIVITY

MONDAY Find as many items in the dresser/closet 
that include your specific speech 

sound(s). Write them down in a list then 
practice each word 5-10 times using 

your best speech.

Using complete sentences, list all steps 
necessary to:

q Wash a car
q Mail a letter
q Paint a picture

TUESDAY Read a short story with a family 
member and use your best speech to 
sound out and practice words in the 

story that contain your specific speech 
sound(s). 

Bonus: Write down the words that were 
difficult for you and practice them after 

reading the story.

Read a short story in a book, magazine, 
or online source. Answer the following 
questions using complete sentences:

Who were the main characters?
Where did the story take place?

What problem did they encounter?
When did the problem get resolved?

How did the story end?
Did you like the story? Why or why not?

WEDNESDAY Play a card game you enjoy. Prior to 
taking a turn, practice your specific 

speech sound(s) once at your current 
level of difficulty (e.g. syllable, word, 

phrase, sentence, etc.) 

How are a bathtub and a shower alike? 
How are they different? 

List all the similarities and differences 
you can think of on a piece of paper.

THURSDAY Use oil pastels or colored pencils to 
draw items that contain your specific 

speech sound(s) such as a tree if you’re 
working on /t/ or /r/.

Tell family members and friends about 
them using your best speech.  

Read a short story in a book, magazine, 
or online source. Retell the story to 

someone using the words “first”, “then” 
and “last” in your story retell.

FRIDAY Practice your specific speech sound(s) 
5 times at your current level of difficulty 

using your best speech then spin the 
“Rewarding Movements #2” spinner and 

follow the action it lands on. Continue 
until all words are practiced.

Using complete sentences, describe 
these plants using 5 salient details:

q Rose
q Tulip
q Daisy
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Speech/Language Therapy: Week 9

SPEECH ACTIVITY LANGUAGE ACTIVITY

MONDAY Find as many items in the pantry that 
include your specific speech sound(s). 
Write them down in a list then practice 
each word 5-10 times using your best 

speech.

Using complete sentences, list all steps 
necessary to:

q Dye eggs for Easter
q Make chocolate milk
q Play a game of tag

TUESDAY Read a short story with a family 
member and use your best speech to 
sound out and practice words in the 

story that contain your specific speech 
sound(s). 

Bonus: Write down the words that were 
difficult for you and practice them after 

reading the story.

Read a short story in a book, magazine, 
or online source. Answer the following 
questions using complete sentences:

Who were the main characters?
Where did the story take place?

What problem did they encounter?
When did the problem get resolved?

How did the story end?
Did you like the story? Why or why not?

WEDNESDAY Play charades, using words that contain 
your specific speech sound(s). Take 
turns picking a word to act out and 
guessing what the other person is 

acting out. 

How are a board game and a video 
game alike? How are they different? 

List all the similarities and differences 
you can think of on a piece of paper.

THURSDAY Use play-dough, building blocks, or snap 
cubes to build items that contain your 

specific speech sound(s) such as a dog 
if you’re working on /d/ or /g/.

Tell family members and friends about 
them using your best speech.  

Read a short story in a book, magazine, 
or online source. Retell the story to 

someone using the words “first”, “then” 
and “last” in your story retell.

FRIDAY Practice your specific speech sound(s) 
5 times at your current level of difficulty 

using your best speech then spin the 
“Rewarding Stretches” spinner and 

follow the action it lands on. Continue 
until all words are practiced.

Using complete sentences, describe 
these modes of transportation using 5 

salient details:
q Boat
q Helicopter
q Bus
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SPEECH ACTIVITY LANGUAGE ACTIVITY

MONDAY Find as many items in the garage that 
include your specific speech sound(s). 
Write them down in a list then practice 
each word 5-10 times using your best 

speech.

Using complete sentences, list all steps 
necessary to:

q Make popcorn
q Mail a valentine
q Build a snow fort

TUESDAY Read a short story with a family 
member and use your best speech to 
sound out and practice words in the 

story that contain your specific speech 
sound(s). 

Bonus: Write down the words that were 
difficult for you and practice them after 

reading the story.

Read a short story in a book, magazine, 
or online source. Answer the following 
questions using complete sentences:

Who were the main characters?
Where did the story take place?

What problem did they encounter?
When did the problem get resolved?

How did the story end?
Did you like the story? Why or why not?

WEDNESDAY Play a board game you enjoy. Prior to 
taking a turn, practice your specific 

speech sound(s) once at your current 
level of difficulty (e.g. syllable, word, 

phrase, sentence, etc.) 

How are slime and play-dough alike? 
How are they different? 

List all the similarities and differences 
you can think of on a piece of paper.

THURSDAY Use sidewalk chalk, crayons, or paint to 
draw items that contain your specific 

speech sound(s) such as a dog if you’re 
working on /d/ or /g/.

Tell family members and friends about 
them using your best speech.  

Read a short story in a book, magazine, 
or online source. Retell the story to 

someone using the words “first”, “then” 
and “last” in your story retell.

FRIDAY Practice your specific speech sound(s) 
5 times at your current level of difficulty 

using your best speech then spin the 
“Rewarding Yoga” spinner and follow the 
action it lands on. Continue until all words 

are practiced.

Using complete sentences, describe 
these holidays using 5 salient details:

q New Years Eve
q Valentines Day
q Earth Day
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SPEECH ACTIVITY LANGUAGE ACTIVITY

MONDAY Find as many items in the laundry room 
that include your specific speech 

sound(s). Write them down in a list then 
practice each word 5-10 times using 

your best speech.

Using complete sentences, list all steps 
necessary to:

q Make a gingerbread house
q Fly a kite
q Rake leaves

TUESDAY Read a short story with a family 
member and use your best speech to 
sound out and practice words in the 

story that contain your specific speech 
sound(s). 

Bonus: Write down the words that were 
difficult for you and practice them after 

reading the story.

Read a short story in a book, magazine, 
or online source. Answer the following 
questions using complete sentences:

Who were the main characters?
Where did the story take place?

What problem did they encounter?
When did the problem get resolved?

How did the story end?
Did you like the story? Why or why not?

WEDNESDAY Play a card game you enjoy. Prior to 
taking a turn, practice your specific 

speech sound(s) once at your current 
level of difficulty (e.g. syllable, word, 

phrase, sentence, etc.) 

How are a light bulb and the sun alike? 
How are they different? 

List all the similarities and differences 
you can think of on a piece of paper.

THURSDAY Use clay or wooden blocks to build items 
that contain your specific speech 

sound(s) such as a car if you’re working 
on /k/ or /r/.

Tell family members and friends about 
them using your best speech.  

Read a short story in a book, magazine, 
or online source. Retell the story to 

someone using the words “first”, “then” 
and “last” in your story retell.

FRIDAY Practice your specific speech sound(s) 
5 times at your current level of difficulty 

using your best speech then spin the 
“Rewarding Movements #1” spinner and 
follow the action it lands on. Continue 

until all words are practiced.

Using complete sentences, describe 
these electronic devices using 5 salient 

details:
q Cell phone
q Television
q Tablet
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SPEECH ACTIVITY LANGUAGE ACTIVITY

MONDAY Find as many items in the home office 
that include your specific speech 

sound(s). Write them down in a list then 
practice each word 5-10 times using 

your best speech.

Using complete sentences, list all steps 
necessary to:

q Safely cross the street
q Play catch with someone
q Build a sandcastle

TUESDAY Read a short story with a family 
member and use your best speech to 
sound out and practice words in the 

story that contain your specific speech 
sound(s). 

Bonus: Write down the words that were 
difficult for you and practice them after 

reading the story.

Read a short story in a book, magazine, 
or online source. Answer the following 
questions using complete sentences:

Who were the main characters?
Where did the story take place?

What problem did they encounter?
When did the problem get resolved?

How did the story end?
Did you like the story? Why or why not?

WEDNESDAY Play charades, using words that contain 
your specific speech sound(s). Take 
turns picking a word to act out and 
guessing what the other person is 

acting out. 

How are horses and zebras alike? How 
are they different? 

List all the similarities and differences 
you can think of on a piece of paper.

THURSDAY Use oil pastels or colored pencils to 
draw items that contain your specific 

speech sound(s) such as a tree if you’re 
working on /t/ or /r/.

Tell family members and friends about 
them using your best speech.  

Read a short story in a book, magazine, 
or online source. Retell the story to 

someone using the words “first”, “then” 
and “last” in your story retell.

FRIDAY Practice your specific speech sound(s) 
5 times at your current level of difficulty 

using your best speech then spin the 
“Rewarding Movements #2” spinner and 

follow the action it lands on. Continue 
until all words are practiced.

Using complete sentences, describe 
these clothing items using 5 salient 

details:
q Shoes
q Jacket
q T-Shirt
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Hamstring Stretch
(Hold for 30 seconds)

Arm Circles 
(5 forward and back)

Triceps Stretch 
(Hold for 30 seconds)

Sitting Toe Touch 
(Hold for 30 seconds)

Standing Toe Touch 
(5 per foot)

Shoulder Stretch 
(Hold for 30 seconds)

REWARDING STRETCHES
Directions: After each trial of 5-10 speech productions, spin the wheel 

using a plastic spinner or a paperclip on the end of a pencil and complete 
the following stretch (include both arms/legs, where appropriate.)
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Warrior PoseTree Pose

Downward Dog PoseBoat Pose

Cobra Pose

Chair Pose

REWARDING YOGA
Directions: After each trial of 5-10 speech productions, spin the wheel 

using a plastic spinner or a paperclip on the end of a pencil and complete 
the following yoga move, holding for 30 seconds. 
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Hop on one foot 5 times5 Sit Ups

5 Leg Kicks5 Push Ups

5 Jumping Jacks

Run in Place 
for 10 Seconds

REWARDING MOVEMENTS #1
Directions: After each trial of 5-10 speech productions, spin the wheel 

using a plastic spinner or a paperclip on the end of a pencil and complete 
the following movement (include both arms/legs, where appropriate.)
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Balance on one foot    
for 30 seconds5 High Jumps

5 Side Stretches5 Mountain Climbers

5 Karate Kicks

Fast Feet
for 10 Seconds

REWARDING MOVEMENTS #2
Directions: After each trial of 5-10 speech productions, spin the wheel 

using a plastic spinner or a paperclip on the end of a pencil and complete 
the following movement (include both arms/legs, where appropriate.)
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR PURCHASE!

I hope your students enjoy this product as much as mine have. The 
products I create take time and my own financial resources to 

make so if you love them, please tell your friends, family, parents of 
your students, and co-workers!

TERMS OF USE: 
This product was created and produced by Janessa Grimm ã 2020 
Stalwart Jade Speech. It is intended for personal, single classroom 

use only. It is not intended for commercial use. Please do not 
redistribute this product. If you notice any errors or have 

suggestions for future products, please contact me at 
stalwartjadespeech@gmail.com so I can fix it and upload a newly 

updated version.
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